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Abstract.
We consider a covariant approach to coarse-graining a network of interacting Nambu-

Goto strings. A transport equation is constructed for a spatially flat Friedmann universe. In
Minkowski space and with no spatial dependence this model agrees with a previous model.
Thus it likewise converges to an equilibrium with a factorizability property. We present
an argument that this property does not depend on a ‘string chaos’ assumption on the
correlations between strings. And in contrast to the earlier model, this transport equation
agrees with conservation equations for a fluid of strings derived from a different perspective.
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1 Introduction

Consider a very large network of one-dimensional objects (which we shall call strings) whose
individual dynamics and interactions are described by some physical laws. These could be
cosmic strings formed after a cosmological phase transition [1], fundamental strings near the
Hagedorn temperature [2], topological strings in a nematic liquid crystal [3] or even more
complicated objects such as polymer molecules [4]. If the number of bits of information
required to specify a state of the system (or the number of degrees of freedom) is small, then
one can try to simulate it on a computer (as in Refs. [5]), but what if the number of bits is
very large? Can we say anything meaningful about such systems?

The standard approach would be to make use of equilibrium statistical mechanics. How-
ever, this may fail for one or more of the following reasons: the system might not be in equilib-
rium, the ergodic hypothesis might not be obeyed, the dynamics might not be Hamiltonian,
the partition function might diverge, etc. But if it is not equilibrium statistical mechanics,
then what else can we do to describe the collective behavior of strings? There are at least
two more options that are not completely unrelated and both involve coarse-graining of the
strings on some scales: one based on the ideas of fluid mechanics [6] and the other based on
the methods of kinetic theory [7].

The first option is to coarse-grain the network of strings and to treat it as a fluid
described by a number of fields such as the energy density, velocity and tangent vector fields.
Then by considering flows of conserved quantities (e.g. energy, momentum, tangent vectors,
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etc.) one can derive equations analogous to Euler equations for a fluid of particles that
the coarse-grained fields must obey. The second option is to derive a transport equation,
analogous to the Boltzmann transport equation, for a distribution function of strings by
considering the dynamics as well as interactions of individual strings. Then one can try to
solve the transport equation, either analytically or numerically, to study the evolution of the
systems towards an equilibrium or a steady state which may or may not be unique.

Note that the two approaches are not completely independent and the equilibrium
derived in the context of the kinetic theory can be used to simplify the fluid equations. For
example, if the coarse-graining scales in the fluid description are sufficiently large then one
can assume that the smaller local subsystems are quickly driven towards a state of a local
equilibrium. Of course the local equilibrium assumption is only valid on very large scales and
is guaranteed to break down on small scales where the higher order correction to the fluid
equations become important. Such corrections can not be obtained by considering conserved
quantities in the fluid model, but can be obtained, for example, from a perturbative expansion
of the transport equation around equilibrium.

One should keep in mind that although the kinetic theory approach seems to be a
lot more precise it often depends on additional assumptions (e.g. molecular chaos, string
chaos, Markov property). Moreover, the transport equations are usually integro-differential
equations that are very hard to solve. In contrast the fluid equations are only differential
equations that are relatively easy to solve if the solutions exist. In reality the first order
fluid equations (e.g. Euler equations) often develop shock waves, and even the second order
fluid equations (e.g. Navier-Stokes equations) may or may not have smooth solutions. The
physically relevant quantities are rarely discontinues and the break-down of solutions indi-
cates that the fluid description is incomplete unless higher order corrections are included to
smooth out the discontinuities.

Both approaches were already implemented to study the dynamics of a network of in-
teracting Nambu-Goto strings. The fluid analysis revealed that in addition to conserved
currents corresponding to the symmetric energy-momentum tensor, there are conserved cur-
rents associated with an anti-symmmetric tensor, both of which lead to the first order fluid
equations [8]. The kinetic theory of strings was developed by considering a distribution of
velocities and tangent vectors of uncorrelated string segments [9, 11]. In a homogenous limit
the transport equation was derived and an H-theorem for strings was proved to show that
the equilibrium distribution has a factorizability property (to be discussed in details below)
[9]. Then, under assumption of a local equilibrium, the first order fluid equations take a
particularly simple form [8], but their solutions are likely develop shock waves.

The next step could have been to expand the transport equation around equilibrium
to obtain the high order corrections to the fluid equations, but the transport equation from
Ref. [9] does not seem to agree with the fluid equations from Ref. [8] even at the linear
order. In this paper we will remove the discrepancy by providing a microscopic derivation
of an inhomogeneous transport equation that is in a full agreement with the fluid equations
derived in Ref. [8] as well as with the homogeneous transport equation derived in Ref. [9].

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 the time-slice coordinates are constructed
and the corresponding equations of motion are derived. The kinetic theory is developed in
Sec. 3 and the equilibrium solutions of the transport equation are analyzed in Sec. 4. The
transport equation in the inhomogeneous limit and in the Friedmann universe is derived in
Secs. 5 and 6 respectively. The main results of the paper are summarized in Sec. 7.
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2 Worldsheet Coordinates

In the tangent space at any point on a worldsheet there are two distinct lightlike rays (which
may coincide in the degenerate case). If there is some physical distinction which allows us
to consistently define a right and left direction along the length of a string, we can call the
left pointing ray A, and the right pointing ray B.

From these rays, we can choose vector fields Aµ and Bµ over the worldsheet. One natural
choice is to choose the fields to be coordinate vectors, leading to light-cone coordinates ζa.
The equations of motion of a Nambu-Goto string (with units chosen to set the string tension
to one), are particularly simple in these coordinates:

Bλ∇λAµ = Aλ∇λBµ = 0. (2.1)

So A is parallel-transported along the string in the direction B, and B is parallel-transported
along the direction of A.

There is still some gauge freedom left in choosing light-cone coordinates. In dealing with
a network of many strings on which coordinates can be assigned independently on each, we
must be careful to use gauge invariant quantities. One such example is the energy-momentum
tensor, which can be written as a volume form over the worldsheet in a manifestly covariant
way (see for instance [10]),

T̃µν = hab
∂xµ

∂ζa
∂xν

∂ζb

√
−h d2ζ. (2.2)

In light-cone coordinates this can be written,

T̃µν = 2A(µBν) d2ζ (2.3)

2.1 Time-Slice Coordinates

In flat spacetime we can get rid of the remaining gauge freedom in light-cone coordinates by
fixing the time components A0 = 1 and B0 = 1 everywhere. Even in general spacetime we
can still choose unique vector fields Aµ and Bµ corresponding to the rays A and B which
have a timelike component of one everywhere. From these, we can define timelike vµ and
spacelike uµ as

vµ ≡ 1

2
(Bµ +Aµ)

uµ ≡ 1

2
(Bµ −Aµ) (2.4)

And since Aµ and Bµ are lightlike we have the relations:

vλuλ = 0 (2.5)

vλvλ + uλuλ = 0 (2.6)

However, vµ and uµ need not be the vectors of any coordinate system. To choose a
coordinate system we take vµ as one coordinate vector corresponding to a timelike coordinate
τ , and define a second coordinate vector proportional to uµ. The newly defined coordinate
vector εuµ is taken to correspond to a spacelike coordinate σ. Since the time components
v0 = 1 and εu0 = 0, these coordinates are adapted to the time slices in the target space.
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The condition that these be coordinate vectors is expressed as,

vµ∂µεu
ν − εuµ∂µvν = 0. (2.7)

Defining ε̇ as the τ derivative vµ∂µε, we can express this in terms of Aµ and Bµ,

Aµ∂µB
ν −Bµ∂µA

ν = − (Bν −Aν)
ε̇

ε
. (2.8)

We can transform the equations of motion to the time slice coordinate system by using
the fact that both sets of vector fields along A and B are proportional,

Aµ = A0Aµ

Bµ = B0Bµ. (2.9)

Using this to expand the equations of motion (2.1):

Aµ∂µB
ν +AµΓνµλB

λ +Aµ
∂µB0
B0

Bν = 0

Bµ∂µA
ν +BµΓνµλA

λ +Bµ∂µA0

A0
Aν = 0. (2.10)

Note that A0 = B0 = 1 by definition, and thus the ν = 0 components of these equations
imply,

Aµ
∂µB0
B0

= Bµ∂µA0

A0
= −Γ0

λµB
λAµ. (2.11)

And so the equations of motion (2.10) become,

Bλ∂λA
ν = −ΓνλµB

λAµ + Γ0
λµB

λAµAν

Aλ∂λB
ν = −ΓνλµA

λBµ + Γ0
λµA

λBµBν . (2.12)

Subtracting the two equations and comparing with the differential equation (2.8) for ε,

ε̇

ε
= −Γ0

λµB
λAµ. (2.13)

2.2 Worldsheet Measures

The differential equation (2.13) does not define ε uniquely, so we again have the problem of
gauge dependence. Consider the gauge invariant energy-momentum tensor (2.2) in time slice
coordinates:

T̃µν = (vµvν − uµuν) ε dτdσ (2.14)

= A(µBν) ε dτdσ. (2.15)

Here the factor of ε dτdσ is itself gauge invariant, being the 00-component of the energy-
momentum tensor. So in any coordinate system on the worldsheet,

T̃µν = A(µBν) T̃ 00. (2.16)
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So the full energy-momentum tensor at any point can be reconstructed from the energy
density T̃ 00 and the rays A and B.

The energy density may be gauge invariant in the sense of not depending on the world-
sheet coordinates, but it depends on the coordinates in the target space. We can construct
a covariant volume form ω̃ by contracting the energy-momentum tensor,

ω̃ ≡ 1

2
T̃ λλ (2.17)

This turns out to just be the ordinary volume-form induced by hab which appears in
the Nambu-Goto action. Using light-cone coordinates, the determinant h = −(AλBλ)2. And
so using (2.3),

ω̃ = AλBλ d2ζ =
√
−h d2ζ (2.18)

So the energy density along with A and B is enough information to construct the area of the
worldsheet — which may at first seem an entirely different measure.

One more way of expressing the worldsheet area will be useful in considering intercom-
mutations in the string network,

|A ∧B| ε dτdσ =
√

(AµBλ −BµAλ)(AλBµ −BλAµ) ε dτdσ

= 2
√

2 ω̃ (2.19)

3 Kinetic Theory

Given a network of many interacting strings, the energy density can be used to form coarse-
grained fields. About each point x we choose a spacetime volume ∆V and integrate the
energy density over all enclosed worldsheet area. The total energy within the volume is
denoted ρ(x)∆V . Here the density ρ is taken to be independent of the particular choice of
∆V , as long as it is chosen from an appropriate coarse-graining scale.

Other coarse-grained fields can be formed by integrating functions of A and B over
the enclosed worldsheet area using the energy density as a measure. Given a function g,
we denote the coarse-grained field as 〈g〉. In particular, the energy-momentum tensor of the
coarse-grained string network is found by integrating (2.15),

Tµν = 〈A(µBν)〉. (3.1)

Note that in this notation 〈A0B0〉 = 〈1〉 = ρ.
We can also define the antisymmetric tensor Fµν ,

Fµν ≡ 〈A[µBν]〉 (3.2)

Just as the energy-momentum tensor is conserved, it can be shown [8] that the Fµν tensor
is conserved,

∇νTµν = 0, (3.3)

∇νFµν = 0. (3.4)
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The conservation of the Fµν tensor is related to the continuity of the strings in the network.
In particular, in flat spacetime the µ = 0 component of (3.4) gives,

∇ · 〈u〉 = 0, (3.5)

which is related to the fact that any string entering a volume must leave at some point.
The conservation equations (3.3) and (3.4) can also be written in terms of A and B,

∇ν〈AµBν〉 = ∇ν〈BµAν〉 = 0. (3.6)

3.1 Distribution Function

The conservation equations (3.3) and (3.4) constrain the dynamics of string fluid but do not
describe their evolution towards equilibrium. To study the equilibration it is convenient to
describe the strings in the context of the kinetic theory [9, 11]. The main idea is to first derive
the evolution equation (known as a transport equation) for the energy distributed over the
space of all possible light-rays A and B. Then, rather than integrating over the string network
for each new function, we can calculate the coarse-grained fields (e.g. 〈AµBν〉) directly from
the distribution of energy.

At any point x of the spacetime manifoldM, the space of all possible combinations of A
and B is homeomorphic to S2 × S2. We can compare A and B at different spacetime points
by choosing a family of mappings from Ω ≡ S2×S2 to the product space of null rays at each
x. In the conformally flat spacetimes dealt with here it will not be necessary to consider
these mappings explicitly. But it will still be useful to consider Ω as a space independent of
any particular spacetime point.

Given a volume ∆V about x, we can restrict the integration of the enclosed energy
density to regions of the worldsheets on which A and B fall within a small interval ∆Ω
about (A′, B′). The enclosed energy is then defined as f(A′, B′, x)∆Ω∆V . As before, in the
coarse-graining approximation we take f(A′, B′, x) to be independent of ∆Ω and ∆V , which
can be considered infinitessimal.

Since f is a distribution over Ω ×M, its numerical value will depend on the measure
of integration on Ω. We can map the submanifold S2 corresponding to A (the A-sphere) to
the three spatial coordinates (A1, A2, A3) ∈ R3, and likewise for B. This embedding of Ω in
R6 defines a measure through the pullback operation. This embedding will be useful when
considering gravitational effects, but most of the results in this paper do not depend on the
choice of measure.

Given f , a quantity Q(A,B) coarse-grained over the string network can be calculated
as an integral,

〈Q〉(x) =

∫
Q(A,B)f(A,B, x) dΩ. (3.7)

So all of the conservation equations can be thought of in terms of moments of f . In particular,
the requirement that the divergence of 〈u〉 vanishes (3.5) imposes a constraint on possible
initial conditions for f . This constraint will later be crucial to constructing the transport
equation.

The energy distribution function f can also be taken as a probability distribution.
Consider dividing the worldsheet area within a coarse-grained volume into small patches of
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B(3) B'' B'

A'A
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Figure 1. The worldsheet of a piecewise linear string. The horizontal dotted lines represent time slices
at which each segment has coordinate length ∆σ. The values of A and B are constant within each
diamond-shaped worldsheet patch. The values of A move to the right along the string (as represented
by the thick line), and the values of B move to the left (as represented by the thick dotted line). As
we trace the history of a segment (A,B), we encounter other arbitrary values of A and B denoted by
primes.

equal energy. The probability that the (A,B) rays of a randomly chosen patch are in a set
X ⊆ Ω is just

1

ρ

∫
X
f(A′, B′)dΩ′. (3.8)

If the strings in the network are treated as random walks described by this probability
distribution (in a sense to be clarified below), we can construct a transport equation for the
evolution of f .

The idea of dividing a worldsheet into patches can be made precise for strings which are
piecewise linear paths. In the case of flat spacetime, a string composed of linear segments
of equal energy ∆σ at some initial time will continue to be piecewise linear for all time.
Moreover, at time step intervals of ∆τ = ∆σ/2, the energy of all segments will return to ∆σ.
As shown in Fig. 1, each segment falls within a diamond-shaped worldsheet patch on which
A and B are constant.

3.2 Homogeneous Transport Equation

To construct a transport equation, consider each segment in the string network as an inde-
pendent entity that interacts with other segments within the coarse-graining volume. If two
segments are next to each other on the same string they will interact through Nambu-Goto
dynamics, and even if they are not on the same string they may interact through inter-
commutation. To emphasize the similarities between these interactions, they will be called
longitudinal and transverse collisions, respectively.
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To determine how a given segment (A,B) interacts through transverse collisions we
must have some information on the probability distribution of segments it interacts with in
the coarse-graining volume. Much like the molecular chaos assumption made in the kinetic
theory of particles, we make the assumption that the probability distribution for nearby
segments is statistically independent of (A,B), and so just given by (3.8). We will further
make a similar assumption with respect to longitudinal collisions: the state (A,B) of segment
is statistically independent of the adjacent segments on the same string. In a similar model
in an earlier paper [11], these assumptions were referred to as the string chaos assumption.
We will use this term here specifically to contrast with the more general case where adjacent
segments may be correlated.

We will first consider the case in flat spacetime where f(A,B, t) has no spatial depen-
dence. As depicted in Fig. 1, a segment (A,B) is formed from adjacent segments (A,B′)
and (A′, B) in the previous timestep, where A′ and B′ are arbitrary. So the total energy of
segments (A,B) is equal to the total energy of segments (A,B′) times the probability that
the adjacent segment is (A′, B). Using the string chaos assumption,

f(A,B, t+ ∆t) =

∫
dΩ′ f(A,B′, t)

f(A′, B, t)

ρ(t)
. (3.9)

Counting the energy as instead coming from the segment (A′, B) leads to the same equation.
Expanding to linear order in time,(

∂f

∂t

)
collision

=
1

ρ

∫
dΩ′ Γ · [f(A,B′)f(A′, B)− f(A,B)f(A′, B′)]. (3.10)

The subscript indicates that these are the basic collision terms in the transport equation
— later we will consider additional effects. Here the factor Γ = 1/∆t expresses the rate of
the longitudinal collisions, and it is related to the correlation length (here the worldsheet
coordinate length ∆σ) along the string. This collision rate factor Γ will be modified when
transverse collisions are taken into account.

Under transverse collisions a string intercommutes with another string, changing the
adjacent segments next to the intersection point. In principle, these intercommutations will
disrupt the property that the string is linear over a segment length of ∆σ. But ∆σ is taken to
be on the order of the correlation length at equilibrium, so we continue to use the piecewise
linear approximation underlying the derivation of (3.10).

Transverse collisions will contribute to the energy density f(A,B) on the next time step
when a new sequence of segments (A,B′) and (A′, B) is formed, and will decrease when an
existing (A,B) is disrupted by an arbitrary (A′, B′). These are just the two terms on the
right-hand side of (3.10), so we just expect transverse collisions to add a contribution Γ⊥ to
the collision rate Γ within the integrand. Clearly the collision rate depends on the energy
density of both colliding segments, so Γ⊥ ∝ ρ. But Γ⊥ also depends on the orientation
and relative velocity of the segments. In fact it should be proportional to the magnitude of
worldsheet area (2.19) of both interacting diamonds |A∧B| and |A′ ∧B′|. But if A∧B and
A′ ∧ B′ are linearly dependent —for instance when the string segments are pointing in the
same direction— then it should vanish. So then,

Γ⊥ ∝ |A ∧B ∧A′ ∧B′| (3.11)

∝ |(v′ − v) · (u′ × u)|, (3.12)
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where the second line is rewritten in terms of the three-velocities and tangent vectors (2.4)
of the interacting segments.

So denoting the proportionality constant as p (which may also include the inter-commutation
probability if it is not one), the transverse collisions are taken to modify the collision rate of
the transport equation (3.10),

Γ =
1

∆t
+ pρ|A ∧B′ ∧A′ ∧B|. (3.13)

Note that (3.10) together with (3.13) is in agreement with the homogeneous transport equa-
tion derived in Ref. [9].

4 Equilibrium Distribution

In a previous paper [9], it was shown that the transport equation (3.10) implies that f
converges to an equilibrium state in which the statistics of A and B are independent.

lim
t→∞

f(A,B, t) =
1

ρ

∫
dΩ′ f(A,B′)f(A′, B) (4.1)

The right-hand side is a constant of the motion, and so by choosing initial conditions it can
be set equal to an arbitrary factorizable feq(A,B) = fA(A)fB(B). So this form of transport
equation need not lead to convergence to something analogous to the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution — in particular this need not converge to the Von Mises-Fisher distribution
discussed in [9], although it might be a useful approximation.

However, the independence of A and B under equilibrium is a useful result which can
be used to simplify the fluid equations constructed from (3.6) (see Ref. [8] for details). The
factorizable fluid model can be treated as a generalization of models of a string dust [12],
and can also be used to describe strings with small scale structure [13], as will be discussed
in a future paper [14].

The question may arise whether the independence of A and B under equilibrium depends
on the assumption of string chaos. It is not an innocent assumption to take each segment
of length ∆σ to be completely uncorrelated to its neighbors. To relax this assumption, we
might take the energy distribution of each segment to depend only on its nearest neighbors.
(We will refer to this property as Markov.) The energy distribution over (A,B) given that
the neighbor on the right is (A′, B′) is denoted f(AB |A′B′). Unlike the distribution f(A,B),
which can be defined in general, the conditional distribution implicitly depends on the choice
of ∆σ. Relating the two distributions,

f(A,B) =

∫
dΩ′f(AB |A′B′) =

∫
dΩ′f(A′B′ |AB). (4.2)

Considering Fig. 1, the energy associated to the sequence of two segments (AB′ |A′B)
came from the sequence of three segments (AB′′ |A′B′ |A′′B) on the previous timestep, where
the double primed variables are arbitrary. Due to the Markov property, the energy associ-
ated to (AB′′) given (A′B′ |A′′B) is just f(AB′′ |A′B′) times the probability of the sequence
(A′B′ |A′′B). This can written as the longitudinal part of a transport equation,

f(AB′ |A′B, t+ ∆t) =

∫
dΩ′′f(AB′′ |A′B′)f(A′B′ |A′′B)

f(A′, B′)
. (4.3)
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Extending this notation, the transport equation over n steps can be written,

f(AB′ |A′B, t+ n∆t) =

∫
dΩ′′ . . . dΩ(n+1)f(AB(n+1) |A′B(n) | . . . |A(n)B′ |A(n+1)B)

=

∫
dΩ′′ . . . dΩ(n+1)f(AB(n+1) |A′B(n))

f(A′B(n) |A′′B(n−1))

f(A′, B(n))
. . .

f(A(n)B′ |A(n+1)B)

f(A(n), B′)
. (4.4)

The repeated product has the form of a right stochastic matrix,

FABA′B′ ≡
f(AB |A′B′)
f(A,B)

. (4.5)

This matrix has a normalized right eigenvector equal to f(A,B)/ρ, as can be verified using
(4.2). So upon repeated matrix multiplication, this matrix converges to a matrix G with
each row equal to f(A,B)/ρ. Thus we can find the limit of (4.4),

lim
t→∞

f(AB′ |A′B, t) =

∫
dΩ(2)dΩ(3)f(AB(3) |A′B(2))GA

′B(2)

A(2)B′
f(A(2)B′ |A(3)B)

f(A(2), B′)

=
1

ρ

∫
dΩ(2)dΩ(3)f(AB(3) |A′B(2))f(A(2)B′ |A(3)B) (4.6)

So the limit does not reduce to the string chaos assumption. But the distribution once
again factors into independent distributions over A and B. In fact, if we integrate over Ω′ we
see that f(A,B) converges to the same limit as the string chaos case (4.1). This transport
equation (4.3) did not take the transverse collisions into account. But since the transverse
collisions do not depend on correlations of nearby segments, we would not expect the inclusion
of the transverse collisions to lead to a non-factorizable equilibrium.

Finally, note that even if the probability distribution depends on the n nearest segments,
we would still expect the factorizability to hold. The longitudinal term in this case would
be,

f(AB(n) |A′B(n−1) | . . . |A(n−1)B′ |A(n)B, t+ ∆t)

=

∫
dΩ(n+1) f(AB(n+1) | . . . |A(n)B′)

f(A′B(n) | . . . |A(n+1)B)

f̂(A′B(n) | . . . |A(n)B′)
, (4.7)

where f̂ is a energy distribution over n− 1 segments, satisfying a property like (4.2).
Suppose that f can be factored as f = fA fB, and thus f̂ = f̂A f̂B. The fB from the

first factor in the integrand contains an argument B(n+1) which is integrated over. Likewise
for the fA from the second factor. Together, these cancel with the f̂ in the denominator, and
the remaining fA and fB have arguments in the same order as on the left-hand side. Thus
any factorizable f is a fixed point of the transport equation (4.7), and we would conjecture
conversely that an equilibrium has the factorizability property.

5 Inhomogeneous Transport Equation

The spatially homogenous transport equation satisfies the conservation equations (3.6) with
all spatial derivatives set to zero — i.e. ρ and the components 〈Ai〉 and 〈Bi〉 are all time
independent. The most straightforward way to extend the transport equation to f(A,B, x)
is to take the energy associated with segments (A,B) to move through space with velocity
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v = (A+B)/2. This agrees with the approach taken for particles and this was the approach
taken in [9]. The resulting transport equation does lead to the proper conservation equation
for energy,

∂ρ

∂t
= −∇ · 〈v〉, (5.1)

But the conservation equations describing the spatial transport of 〈Ai〉 and 〈Bi〉 are not
respected.

The problem is that the equations of motion (2.1) imply the quantities Ai move through
space in the direction of B, whereas the quantities Bi move in the direction of A. To enforce
this situation, we can consider the segment (A,B) to describe a particle carrying energy and
charge A which moves with velocity B in between collisions. These A-particles emit virtual
B-particles that move with velocity A. In a collision, a virtual particle is absorbed and the
B velocity is changed.

So the energy associated to (A,B) at a given location x came from the energy of A-
particles (A,B′) at locations x− B′∆t. The only A-particles that contribute are those that
collide with B-particles emitted by some (A′, B) at a location x − A′∆t. This picture of
independently moving A and B charges can be thought of instead in terms of the lower
vertex of the worldsheet diamonds in Fig. 1. The A-particles are represented as circles, and
their path by the thick line. The path of the virtual B-particle is represented by the thick
dotted line.

Using this picture we can form a difference equation much like in the homogenous case:

f(A,B, x, t+ ∆t) =

∫
dΩ′ f(A,B′, x−B′∆t, t)f(A′, B, x−A′∆t, t)

ρB
. (5.2)

Here ρB is the total energy density at x associated with B-particles, and is used to normalize
the probability of colliding with a particle emitted by (A′, B). Calculating ρB to linear order
in ∆t,

ρB =

∫
dΩ′′f(A′′, B′′, x−A′′∆t, t)

= ρ−∇ · 〈A〉∆t (5.3)

But due to the constraint derived from the continuity of strings (3.5),

∇ · 〈A〉 = ∇ · 〈B〉 = ∇ · 〈v〉. (5.4)

So we could instead consider the energy to flow with the B-particles and obtain the same
difference equation (5.2).

The transverse collisions can be taken to happen at the same point in space and so
need not introduce any additional terms into the spatially dependent transport equation.
So expanding the difference equation to first order in ∆t, we again find the collision terms
(3.10), but now there are additional spatial terms,(

∂f

∂t

)
spatial

= −1

ρ

∫
dΩ′ f(A,B′)

←→
∇ f(A′, B), (5.5)
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where the operator
←→
∇ is defined to act on both the left and right,

←→
∇ ≡

←−
∇ ·B′ + A′ ·

−→
∇ − 1

ρ
∇ · 〈v〉. (5.6)

To check that this respects the conservation equations we can multiply both sides of
the transport equation by 1, Ai, or Bi and integrate over Ω. The collision term on the right-
hand side integrates to zero [9], and using the constraint (5.4) we find the correct conservation
equations,

∂

∂t
ρ+ ∂k〈vk〉 = 0 (5.7)

∂

∂t
〈Ai〉+ ∂k〈AiBk〉 = 0 (5.8)

∂

∂t
〈Bi〉+ ∂k〈BiAk〉 = 0 (5.9)

in agreement with (3.6).
However one remaining difficulty of these transport equations (5.5) is that they are not

covariant. Under a coordinate transformation, spatial derivatives appear on the left-hand

side and time derivatives appear within the operator
←→
∇ . A possible alternate approach is

to instead take the time difference to appear on the right-hand side of (5.2) as t−∆t. The
resulting transport equation would also respect the conservation equations and would be
Lorentz invariant (more general transformations are discussed below). However, the time
derivatives only appear within the integral terms and the transport equation would not
uniquely specify f given an initial condition.

6 Friedmann Universe

So far the transport equation has been constructed assuming the energy and A and B vectors
are conserved in the time interval between collisions. In the presence of an external field this
is no longer true. Given a nontrivial metric, the connection coefficients in the equations
of motion (2.12) and (2.13) introduce gravitational corrections. The corrections depend on
A and B, but not any higher-order derivatives on the worldsheet. So we can account for
the effect of the gravitational field through additional terms in the transport equation for
f(A,B, x).

A simple and physically relevant case is that of the conformally flat Friedmann metric,

ds2 = a2(τ)(τ2 − x2) (6.1)

In this case, the nonzero connection coefficients are all equal to H ≡ ȧ/a. The change in
energy density (2.13) reduces to,

ε̇

ε
= −H(1 + A ·B). (6.2)

And the equations of motion (2.12) become,

Bµ∂µA
i = −H(Bi − (A ·B)Ai)

Aµ∂µB
i = −H(Ai − (A ·B)Bi). (6.3)
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Since f(A,B) is proportional to ε, (6.2) will introduce a term into the transport equation
representing the overall change in energy. Accounting for this and the change in A and B,
we can modify the left-hand side of the difference equation (3.9),

(1− ε̇

ε
∆t) f(A+ ∆A,B + ∆B, t+ ∆t) dΩ′ dV ′. (6.4)

Here ∆A and ∆B are the changes in the coordinates on Ω due to (6.3). Now we must also
consider the changes in the volume elements with time. Expanding to linear order in ∆t, we
will find five new terms in the transport equation — all proportional to H. The three terms
resulting from the changes in ε, dV , and dΩ will all be proportional to f . The two terms due
to ∆A and ∆B will result in derivatives of f with respect to the coordinates on Ω. These
terms (with H factored out) will be written as ∂Af and ∂Bf .

As discussed in connection with the time derivative, all of these corrections could instead
be implemented on the right-hand side of the difference equation (3.9). This would lead to

new integro-differential terms appearing in the operator
←→
∇ . We will instead continue to

consider the model described by (6.4).

6.1 Differential Terms

In the following discussion we will focus on the A-sphere in Ω. Everything will extend to the
B-sphere in the obvious way. Using (6.3), the derivative ∂A can be written formally in terms
of the embedding of the A-sphere in R3:

∂A ≡ (B− (A ·B)A) · ∂
∂A

. (6.5)

Of course the three components Ai do not form a coordinate system on the two-dimensional
A-sphere. But note that the vector B− (A ·B)A is always orthogonal to the unit vector A,
and so the vector is in the tangent space of the embedded A-sphere. Thus this derivative in
R3 can be considered a push-forward of a proper two-dimensional derivative. This expression
itself will be useful in taking derivatives of functions of Ai.

For a proper two-dimensional coordinate system, we can take B as the z-axis of a polar
coordinate system (θA, φA) on the A-sphere. In terms of these coordinates,

∂A = −sin θA
∂

∂θA
. (6.6)

For completeness, note that the φA derivative also has a simple form,

∂Ai

∂φA
= (B×A)i. (6.7)

In a practical simulation of the transport equation it may be useful to use coordinate
systems that do not vary with B. In terms of the three fixed polar coordinate systems
(θiA, φ

i
A) about the coordinate axes in R3, it is easy to show,

∂A = −
∑
i

Bi sin θiA
∂

∂θiA
(6.8)
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6.2 Measure Terms

In terms of a general coordinate system ξa on Ω, the measure dΩ = ω(ξ) dξ1 . . . dξ4, for some
distribution ω. Due to the flow (6.3), the coordinates ξa change to ξa

′
= ξa + ∆ξa. The

transformed volume element dΩ′ can be written,

dΩ′ = ω(ξ + ∆ξa) det

∣∣∣∣∣∂(ξ1
′
. . . ξ4

′
)

∂(ξ1 . . . ξ4)

∣∣∣∣∣ dξ1 . . . dξ4. (6.9)

To first order, only the diagonal terms in the Jacobian contribute:

dΩ′ = (ω + ∆ξa∂aω)(1 +
∂∆ξa

∂ξa
) dξ1 . . . dξ4

= (1 +
1

ω
∆ξa∂aω +

∂∆ξa

∂ξa
) dΩ. (6.10)

These correction terms can be calculated rigorously using the polar coordinate systems
above. For a simple derivation, we will treat the two Euclidean coordinates in R3 which are
perpendicular to Ai as coordinates on the A-sphere. So dΩ = dA1 dA2 dB1 dB2, and using
(6.3) the correction terms become,

dΩ′ = (1 +
∑
i=1,2

∂∆Ai

∂Ai

∣∣∣∣
Ai=0

+
∑
i=1,2

∂∆Bi

∂Bi

∣∣∣∣
Bi=0

) dΩ

= (1−
∑
i=1,2

∂

∂Ai
H(Bi − (A ·B)Ai)∆t

∣∣∣∣
Ai=0

− . . . ) dΩ

= (1 + 4H(A ·B)∆t) dΩ. (6.11)

There is also a change in the volume element dV due to the time change in
√
−g,

dV ′ = (1 +
1√
−g

∂0
√
−g∆t)dV

= (1 + Γµ0µ ∆t)dV

= (1 + 4H∆t)dV (6.12)

Instead we could absorb the
√
−g into the definition of f , and consider Tµν and Fµν in the

conservation equations (3.6) as tensor densities. The conservation equations would then be
modified by a term involving Γµλµ, which vanishes except for λ = 0. So (6.12) is just what is
needed for consistency.

6.3 Conservation Equations

Integrating the new transport equation over Ω should recover the conservation equations
for a fluid of strings. The new gravitational terms should just account for the connection
coefficients in the covariant derivatives in (3.6). As already noted, both the term of 4Hf
from (6.12) and the Γµλµ connection coefficient can be eliminated by absorbing a factor of√
−g into f . Writing the remaining gravitational terms,

(
∂f

∂t
)gravitational = H (∂A + ∂B − (1 + A ·B)− 4A ·B) f (6.13)
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To verify the conservation equation, we integrate the gravitational terms multiplied by
a function Q(A,B):

H
∫
Q(∂Af + ∂Bf) dΩ−H〈Q(1 + A ·B)〉 − 4H〈Q(A ·B)〉. (6.14)

The first term can be integrated by parts using (6.6),∫
Q∂Af dΩ =

∫
Q(−sin θA

∂f

∂θA
)(sin θA dθA dφA · sin θB dθB dφB)

= −
∫
f ∂AQdΩ +

∫
Qf(2 cos θA)dΩ (6.15)

And since A · B = cos θA = cos θB, the second term is 2〈Q(A · B)〉. Along with the corre-
sponding term from the integral involving ∂B, this cancels with the final term in (6.14). So
the integral of Q times the gravitational terms becomes,

−H〈∂AQ+ ∂BQ〉 − H〈Q(1 + A ·B)〉 (6.16)

Choosing Q to be 1, Ai, Bi and using (6.5), we see this is indeed just the gravitational
correction to the conservation equations,

∂ν〈vν〉 = −H〈1 + A ·B〉 (6.17)

∂ν〈AiBν〉 = −2H〈vi〉 (6.18)

∂ν〈BiAν〉 = −2H〈vi〉 (6.19)

So this transport equation (6.13) is fully consistent with the fluid equations derived in [8].

7 Summary

The main result of the paper is a derivation of a transport equation which reduces to the
transport equation in Ref. [9] in the homogeneous limit and is in agreement with the fluid
equations in Ref. [8] with spatial dependence and background gravitational effect taken into
account. Schematically the transport equation can be written as

∂f

∂t
=

(
∂f

∂t

)
collision

+

(
∂f

∂t

)
spatial

+

(
∂f

∂t

)
gravitational

(7.1)

where the terms are given by (3.10), (5.5), and (6.13), respectively. We shall now briefly
review the origin of each of these terms.

The collision term defined by (3.10) and (3.13) represents the Nambu-Goto evolu-
tion (or longitudinal collisions) ∝ (ρ∆t)−1 and inter-commutations (or transverse collisions)
∝ p|A ∧ B′ ∧ A′ ∧ B|. The analysis of strings with Markov property in Sec. 4 had shown
that the parameter ∆t should be set by the time scale of local equilibration or, equivalently,
by the correlation length of strings. In principle, this should be a dynamical parameter, but
since the factorizability property of an equilibrium does not depend on ∆t we do not expect
the solutions to the transport equation to change significantly given that ∆t is sufficiently
small. On the other hand the equilibration of the strings with both longitudinal and trans-
verse collisions is an important open question that we are currently trying to address using
numerical techniques [15].
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The spatial term (5.5) is not a differential term as it is in the Boltzmann transport
equation, but an integral term which was derived by expanding the integral term responsible
for the longitudinal collisions. The longitudinal collisions have no analog in the case with
particles and arise due to the Nambu-Goto evolution of strings as illustrated on Fig. 1. When
the probability of a given longitudinal collision between Aµ and Bµ is calculated one should
keep in mind that A-particles are moving with velocities Bµ and B-particles are moving
with velocities Aµ. Then the spatial term (5.5) involves integrals over spatial gradients of
f(A,B), but the time derivatives remain outside of the integral. This breaks the general
covariance in the inhomogeneous transport equation, although the covariance is maintained
at the level of conservation equations (5.7), (5.8) and (5.9) which can also be derived from a
fluid perspective [8].

The gravitational terms (6.13) were calculated for a Friedmann universe, by treating the
Friedmann expansion in the external field approximation (i.e. by neglecting the gravitational
back-reaction). Once background gravitational effects are taken into account the transport
equation gets a contribution due to the redshift of energy −H(1+A·B)f . The expansion also
affects the tangent space of a worldsheet, changing Aµ and Bµ. This effect leads to additional
differential terms ∂Af and ∂Bf in the transport equation, the form of which depends on
the coordinates in phase-space discussed in Sec. 6.1. In addition, there is a correction
−H(4A ·B)f due to the non-Hamiltonian convergence of these phase-space trajectories (i.e.
negative Lyapunov exponents).
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